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A Day at the Zoo Journal
Zoos offer great experience and the chance
to see animals from around the world
practically in your own backyard. If youre
a fan of traveling to zoos and seeing the
sights, sounds (and even smells!) of the
zoos you visit, youll want to remember
everything you did. A zoo travel journal
will enrich your trip at the time and will
preserve your memories of the experience.
This journal allows you to record all those
memories. Youll be able to record: *
Details about your zoo visit * The name
and location of the zoo * Weather
conditions on the day of your visit * Your
impressions of the zoos and the unique
animals and features found at that zoo*
The animals you saw and marveled at This
journal is perfect for those who love zoos
and animals. It will also makes a great gift
for friends and families who are always on
that next big zoo adventure!
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